N58GK: My Second RV-8 Project
By George Kilishek

My RV-8, N58GK flew for the first time on December
8, 2006 lifting off from Aero Country airport. The flight
was thrilling, but unsurprising in that the bird flew like an
RV (which is to say, very well indeed).
Total
construction time was 2 !
years, compared to the 5 !
years it took to build
N888GK. Having built an
RV-8 previously, I could
make the same mistakes
twice as fast!
A great deal of gratitude
is owed to many people.
My
wife
Sally
lent
emotional support and cut
me a lot of slack on the checkbook. Friend and Chapter
member Bob Martin was always available to help with
riveting or other jobs that took two people. Neighbor
Kyle Cravens taught me a lot about how to install aircraft
electrical systems. Lucky Loque of Air Salvage of Dallas
helped me select a good engine, and provided wonderful
support for the few problems, which arose during
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installation and startup. Michael Stephan and Clay
Romeiser shared their experience with glass panels when
I was trying to decide what instruments to put in my
plane. Technical Counselors Marvin Brott and Don
Christiansen gave the plane a thorough looking over and
made many helpful suggestions. Marvin went above and
beyond the call of duty in neatening up some of my
sloppy safety wiring. Michael
Stephan and Marvin Brott
weighed the airplane for me.
Mel Asberry gave the plane
his usual thorough vetting
before issuing a Certificate of
Airworthiness and Operating
Limitations.
Mike Swick
made hangar space available
for me at Aero Country and
with his father Jim offered
much useful advice, use of his machine shop and
performed some important welding for me. (See sidebar
about his help with a failed rudder slide assembly).
The plane was built as designed, except for replacing
Van’s @#$%&@ cowl hinge pins with screws, nut plates
and Tinnerman washers.
Continued on page 5
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Monthly Schedule

Jan 2nd Chapter Meeting

Jan 9th Board Meeting

The
January
Chapter
meeting will be on
Tuesday January 2. It
will be held at the
Farmers
Branch
Library, located on
the
northwest
corner of Webb
Chapel
and
Golfing Green Dr.
The meeting will
be held in the
auditorium and will
begin at 6:30 p.m. and
finish by 9:00 p.m.

The BOD meeting will be held on Jan 9th at the
Farmers Branch Manske Library at 7:00 PM. The
minutes from the Dec. BOD meeting recorded by David
Bouno are as follows:

The speaker for the meeting
will be airshow pilot Jan Collmer. Since his schedule is
full that night, we will have Jan at the beginning of the
meeting, and then do the business part afterwards.
Besides being a longtime airshow performer, Jan is also
very active in the Frontiers of Flight Museum and the
DFW Airport Board. So there will be a range of topics to
discuss. Jan is one of the most entertaining speakers we
have hosted. If you haven’t heard him before, make
plans to attend and bring a friend.
We will see you there.

Directors in attendance: David Buono, Bruce Fuller,
Brad Roberts, Don Christianson, Marvin Brott, Mel
Asberry, Ann Asberry, Michael Stephan, Sam Cooper
Notes:
•

January fly-in will be to Kezer (61TE) – 1/6/07 11:30am on the ramp.

•

January speaker will be Jan Collmer.

•

January general membership meeting will be 1/2/07
in the library.

•

January board of directors meeting will be 1/9/07.

•

January newsletter folding will be 1/30/07 at the
house of Jim Walters.

•

March newsletter will be hosted by Brad Roberts.

•

April newsletter will be hosted by Bruce Fuller.

•

June 23 -Summer picnic at the Asberry’s house.

•

Michael gave the treasure’s report.

•

Yearly EAA chapter fee and yearly chapter
insurance has been paid.

Jan 6th Chapter Fly-In

Jan 30th Newsletter Assembly

The January fly will be on the 6th, and it will be to the
Kezer Air Ranch Airport (61TE) for lunch. The airport is
west of Eagle Mountain Lake near Springtown. We will
meet on the ramp at
11:30 then make the
short walk over to the
Wild Onion restaurant.
We have been there is
quite a while, and we
look forward to visiting
there again. One tip is
to leave room for the
home-made pie.

This month the Hangar Echoes will be assembled on
Tuesday January 30th at the home of Jim and Pat Walters
6302 Fitzgerald Ct. in Garland. For directions call Jim or
Pat at 972-495-6203.

Keep your
crossed
for
weather.
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Jim flies an RV-8 that he built several years ago. He
has no current project, but the conversation there will be
about, you guessed it, airplanes. So, make plans to enjoy
some good food and fellowship.

fingers
good
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A Message from the President
By Mel Asberry

Presidents Message
We’ve had a miscommunication with the library folks
for next year’s schedule. Right now it looks like that our
February, March and April meetings may have to be on
Wednesday nights. Hopefully we will have that issue all
ironed out by the January meeting.
We are still looking for a volunteer to do the coffee and
cookies for the meetings. If you would like to help out,
call early and avoid the rush. We are talking about
doubling the salary for 2007.
May all you New Year’s resolutions be easy ones!
Mel

Well, 2006 is coming to a close. And what a great year
it has been. I want to thank all of the officers and
directors, both elected and appointed, for their efforts.
Our members have completed and flown 5 new aircraft in
the past 12 months. Congratulations to you all.
We’ve had some wonderful programs, fly-ins, and gettogethers throughout the year.
While I’m not all that good at putting things down on
paper, I’ll try my best to at least find something for the
President’s Page each month. Maybe we should change it
to The Presidents Paragraph.
I think that everyone who attended the Chapter
Christmas Party will agree that it turned out great.
Michael put together a very nice slide show. We
contributed lots of toys and cash for the Marines’ Toys
for Tots. We had fun with games and contests. Kevin
Hartman won the SR-71 print donated by Rich Graham.
Linda Christiansen won the Gift Basket donated by Sam
& Tracey Cooper. Klaus Truemper won the crossword
puzzle contest. Janice Krebaum won the word scramble.
And Dick Flunker won the paper airplane contest. The
Spring Creek Barbeque meal was delicious. Several
people tried to make off with the 8’ Santa in the airplane
that Ann & I brought. If you didn’t attend, you missed
out.
Ann & I are looking forward to being more involved in
2007. Well, at least I am. I’m not sure that Ann could be
any more involved.
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News and Notes

David and Vicki Jones RV-10 Update

Renewing Your Membership

By Michael Stephan

By Michael Stephan

From the Tennessee wing of Chapter 168, David and
Vicki Jones are making good progress on their RV-10.
The work has shifted forward of the firewall. With the
engine on and connected to the control linkages, the
baffles, airbox and exhaust are the next tasks. Soon, we
will be hearing about the final preparations for that first
flight. That will be a great day for David and Vicki as
well as those who have watched the project become an
airplane. Once they are flying, we will have to coerce
them to fly the RV-10 to Dallas, so we can marvel at the
fruits of their labors. Keep up the good work David and
Vicki.

This is the time of year when the majority of members
need to renew their Chapter membership. Your renewal
date is printed on the label of your newsletter if you are
unsure of when your Chapter dues expire. If you get the
newsletter electronically, you will get that information
when you log into the members only area of the website.
I will also start sending that information with your
newsletter email announcement. For those who miss all
those notices, I send out renewal cards in the mail as well
as e-mail reminders for the online readers. If you renew a
month before your dues expire, we can save that stamp,
and you can be sure that you will not miss an exciting
episode of the Hangar Echoes.
To renew, you can use page 12 of the newsletter and
mail that to EAA 168 PO Box 168, Addison, TX 75050.
Or, you can instead pay me a visit at any Chapter meeting
or Chapter function. There is also a renewal form online
at www.eaa168.org. For those who prefer PayPal, we
have a link for that on the website also.
We appreciate your membership and support of our
Chapter. We hope to have you as member for years to
come.

2006 Financial Report
By Michael Stephan

Jim Lovell to Speak at the Frontiers of Flight Museum
By Michael Stephan

The Frontiers of Flight Museum hosts
the ERIC AND SARA STROUD
FAMILY Lecture, a special luncheon
presentation
featuring
CAPT.
JAMES LOVELL and the story of
APOLLO 13, an exceptional tale of
how leadership and phenomenal
teamwork between Mission Control and three apparently
stranded astronauts brought about a safe return to Earth.
The Luncheon is Wednesday, January 17, 2007
Registration 11:15 a.m.
Luncheon and Presentation 11:30 a.m
Individual seats $50; $45 for Museum members.
Capt. Lovell will sign copies of his book afterwards.
The seats are going fast, so if you are interested in
attending call Julie Barajas at 214-350-1651 to see if any
openings are still available. For more information on
more upcoming presentations in the 2007 lecture series,
visit www.flightmuseum.com.
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With the end of year comes the annual financial
summary. I won’t publish the numbers, but if you wish
to have them I will make them available to any Chapter
member. Also, I will have a 2006 summary at the
January meeting if you want to see them. I always have
two years of the ledger at the Chapter meetings, so you
can look at them any time of the year.
To summarize, the Chapter is on very solid financial
grounds. Our assets have grown over the last five years,
due in part to controlled spending as well as generous
giving at the meetings for refreshments. Since the
printing and mailing of the newsletter costs about $15 per
year/member, the members who opted for the online
version, have helped grow the treasury very substantially.
The increased revenue has allowed us to help subsidize
other functions like the Christmas party, or special guest
speakers.
Since we have no clubhouse, hangar, or trailer
(anymore), our assets are all in the bank. Financially, the
Chapter is doing well, and I see that continuing into the
future with your generous support.
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Alan McPherson of Paris, TX, first purchased the
empennage, fuselage and wing kit for SN80221 on
October 28, 1996. Alan barely started on the skeleton of
the horizontal stabilizer and for reasons unknown stopped
at that point. Three years later, he sold the project to
Wayne Carter, who moved it into his garage, but did not
have a chance to do any work on it. On April 28, 2004,
Wayne sold the project to me.
Because this was an early kit (like my previous RV-8,
SN 80006), there were several design glitches which
Van’s had not yet worked out. The kit was pre-punched,
but many of the niceties found in later kits, like powder
coated parts, had not arrived yet. Nevertheless, it went
together smoothly, with only occasional flesh wounds
and unprintable vocabulary.
The engine, an O-320-AE3D producing 150 hp, was
purchased from Air Salvage of Dallas. With 857 SMOH
and chrome cylinders, it has performed flawlessly. My
first RV-8 had an O-360-A4M of 180 hp. Both airplanes
have fixed pitch Sensenich propellers. The O-360 gave a
1200-1500 fpm climb vs. about 1000 fpm I’m
experiencing with the smaller engine. I haven’t zeroed in
on cruise speed on the new plane yet, but it seems to be
about 5 knots slower than the old one at cruise power
settings at 3000-5000 feet. Fuel burn is less on the new
one, and the cg is in a better place: the O-360 made the
old plane somewhat nose heavy. Empty weight is 1051
pounds vs. 1082 for N888GK.
The plane is equipped for VFR day or night operation
(although I haven’t yet tested and certified it for night
operation). The electrical system is my own design, built
around a Control Vision load center with annunciator,
which has worked out very well. The panel has a Blue
Mountain EFIS, a Dynon D10 EMS, Garmin GPS and
transponder, and an ICOM comm radio. I have a few
back up steam gauges, which will allow me to get the
plane down out of the clouds in the event of a total
electrical failure.

With about five hours on the tach as this is written, I’m
beginning to become accustomed to flying with the EFIS.
It was not as self evident as I had assumed it would be
(after 1,000 + hours of flying, old scan habits die slowly).
I really like the convenience of having all engine data
together on the EMS screen.
The plane is currently decorated in oxidized aluminum
and primer, but I’m on the waiting list for a Francis
Poplawski paint job. Hopefully that will be done in the
early spring. The seats and interior were done in leather
by Becky Orndorff, who did beautiful work at a very
reasonable price. I still have a lot of the interior
upholstery panels to glue in place, and have to cut and lay
the carpet. When the weather warms up, I’m hoping that
Sally will assist in this chore…she’s a lot better at it than
I am.
Here are some things that I learned (or re-learned) on
my second RV-8. Don’t get overconfident: read the plans
even when you ALREADY KNOW what you’re
supposed to do. Do some work on the project every day,
but schedule at least one day off each week to clear your
brain. Arrange orderly storage of parts and tools. Much
time can be lost looking for that little thing that was there
a minute ago. Clean up the shop before you finish work
each day. starting a work session in a messy shop causes
loss of focus and motivation. Have a clear plan for what
you’re going to accomplish at each work session. Don’t
accept “good enough.”
Small deviations early in
construction can lead to major headaches later on, as
these precision structures come together.
Also, stay in touch with the Technical Counselors and
DAR. I made the mistake of assuming that, since my
first airplane had been licensed at Addison Airport, the
second one could be too. About a year before the first
flight, I moved the project from my garage to a hangar at
Addison where I finished it. Only then did I find out that
Addison was no longer acceptable for flight testing
experimental aircraft due to increased congestion. That
goof on my part cost me several months and a couple of
thousand dollars, as I had to dismantle the plane, truck it
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to Aero Country, reassemble it and repair the damage
caused by the move, in addition to paying for two
hangars for at least three months.
One scary thing happened prior to my first flight.
While taxiing out to the runway, my left rudder pedal
collapsed in such a way that I had no braking and no
steering. Inspection revealed that the horn welded onto
the Rudder Slide WD-816 had failed at the weld. After
dragging the plane back to the hangar and removing the
rudder slide assembly, a closer inspection showed that in
addition to the broken off left horn, the weld on the right
side horn had a crack in it about 3/8" long, and was due to
fail at any moment. Tom Green and Gus Funnel at
Van’s, after looking at pictures of the failed parts,
acknowledged that the rudder slide had been improperly
welded by their supplier and not caught in their QC
inspection. Instead of a bead of solder all around both
sides of the horn, there was only a tack weld on one side.
Even though Van’s believes that this is a one time goof
on an early kit, they plan to issue a service letter asking
builders to inspect for this defect.

Jan Collmer
By Marvin Brott

Our January speaker will be none
other than our own Jan Collmer. He
will be on the program at the start of
the meeting so arrive early. Jan is a
well-know 20+ year airshow pilot
and is currently flying an EXTRA
EA-300L.
In addition to the
airshow activities, he is serving as
President of the Frontiers of Flight
Museum at Dallas Love Field and two four year terms on
the board of the Dallas/Ft.Worth International Airport
(March 2006 named chairman). Jan will give us a stateof-union on the airshow community and specifically what
is planned for this
year. Needless to say
he can answer your
questions
about
activities and plans
for the flight museum
and DFW Airport.
Mark your calendars
and plan to attend.
We will see you
there.

Mike and Jim Swick were wonderful. After I removed
the rudder slide assembly, they fabricated new horns out
of .090” steel (vs. the .060” on the original part) and
rewelded the assembly along with a new .090” steel
gusset. The part is now so strong that the fuselage will
fail before the rudder slide will!
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2006 Christmas Party Recap
By Michael Stephan

You can’t beat a good party, and this year’s Chapter
Christmas party will be a hard one to beat. It wasn’t the
most grand or elaborate, but it was filled with good food,
fun, fellowship, friends.
In a change from previous years, we had the party at the
Addison Conference Center. It is a very nice facility,
well suited for our purpose. The catering was from
Spring Creek Barbeque and it was very good. They set
up, served dinner and cleaned up very efficiently, as if
they had done it before.

After dinner, Ann had planned some very entertaining
games. We had the Christmas word scramble followed
by the pilot’s crossword, and capped it off with a paper
airplane flying contest, where each table produced a pilot
and a plane. The people at the winning table all won gift
certificates to Chili’s. Dick Flunker was the best paper
airplane pilot.

presentation is something we can continue at future
Christmas events. I enjoyed putting it together as much
as the members enjoyed watching it.
But, this year’s party was not all about us. We did
some charity as well. This year we supported the
Marine’s “Toys for Tots” campaign. A local Marine
stationed at NAS Dallas in Grand Prairie and his wife
collected donated toys from the members of Chapter 168.
In addition to that, Richard Graham donated an
autographed SR-71 print and Sam and Tracy Cooper
donated a gift basket to be raffled off with the proceeds
also going to “Toys for Tots.” Chapter members
generously gave $247 for the two raffles. We thank all
those who supported the raffles. Kevin Hartman took
home the SR-71 print and Linda Christiansen won the
gift basket.

There was a final chance to win. At each table someone
won the beautiful centerpieces put together by Ann
Asberry and Linda Christiansen.
The holidays are a special time of year. Our Christmas
party is a special event. I hope that everyone that
attended enjoyed it as much as I did. I look forward to
doing it again in 2007. Happy Holidays!

The last piece of entertainment was a twenty-minute
video slide show that highlighted the uniqueness of
Chapter 168. We competed well with the loud music that
boomed at the neighboring party. I hope that video
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In-The-Ear Headsets, Consumer Report
By Marvin Brott

If you look really close at that pilot in the picture he
does not have a big set of Mickey Mouse ears on his
head. This story starts last May, when my old reliable
Lightspeed ANR headset that I’ve been happy with for
years died. Quiet Technologies had a demo at SWRFI of
their in-the-ear headset which caught the eye of many of
the Pecan Plantation RV people. Specifically, Martin
Sutter and Tom Lewis loved their new sets. I also looked
at what Clarity Aloft Aviation and Lightspeed had as
offerings within the lightweight headsets arena. I went
for the Lightspeed In-The-Ear set because of my good
experience with their service and the 30 day trial period.
If you are like me, you were wondering how these
headsets work.
I will say that when I opened the box and looked at
what 500 dollars bought, I grew weak in the knees. The
set barely weighed 1 ounce and the beloved ANR
technology for headsets was not employed. That means
you will never get that sudden wow when the Active
Noise Reduction (ANR) process kicks in. Yet the
advertising and recommendations said to expect superior
comfort and noise control. Replaceable foam plugs come
with all the manufacturers sets and Lightspeed selected a
long time ear protector which uses a composite material
that does not need to be rolled to insert into the ear. By
August I had about 25 hours of flying time with this
headset.

So what were the positive points coming out of these 25
hours?
1. The set weighs barely 1 ounce and you hardly know
you are wearing it. This is the greatest attribute for
this type of head set. After 3 hours there is no pain
with respect to something pressing on your glasses.
Women really like this technology for head sets due
to hair and hat issues. Not having the big ear cups
and head band really makes your head seem freer.
It’s nice to wear a hat (i.e. cowboy hat) and be able to
take it off when you want and there is no head
squeeze. The goal of superior comfort was met.
2. The audio is really crisp and clear as it is directed
into the ear. The foam plug is threaded right on the
end of the speaker. The microphone really works
well, contrary to some reports on the Internet. The
goal of superior communications was met.
What are some interesting points to consider?
1. This is not ANR so you do not get to push the button
and say wow. You don’t need ANR since the in-theear plugs have sufficient noise attenuation.
2. Lightspeed advertises a noise reduction rating of
29dB for the Mach 1.s. I suspect that is fairly
accurate if you have inserted the plugs correctly and
they have not worked out of your ears. 29 dB
matches the capabilities of most ANR sets.
3. With ANR ear muff head sets you just put them on
and that is it. With In-The-Ear head sets it is more of
a process to put them on so that you get the rated dB
noise reduction.
4. Because they are In-TheEar plugs, the head set
becomes your personal
set unless you change
out the foam plugs.
So after 25 hours I was
really happy with the in-theear headset performance.
But it gets a lot better.
The Lightspeed advertisement indicates for the ultimate
in comfort, sound quality and noise attenuation, go for
the custom ear molds. At Oshkosh they had a special
offer to new buyers (they let me in even after 3 months)
for customized ear molds.
An audiologist took
impressions to ensure that the custom earpieces will fit
perfectly for my unique ear canals. About a month after
Oshkosh I got my custom plugs and immediately fell in
love with them.
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Lightspeed indicates you should expect another 10 dB
over foam for 40 dB of noise reduction. I saw that
improvement. As a test I put a Lightspeed ANR on one
ear and the Mach 1.s on the other ear and the differences
were significant. The custom fit plugs are even more
comfortable than foam and there is no movement. The inthe-ear custom fit plugs were also better in the speech
frequencies, precisely where sound and hearing
protection is most needed.
So in summary, with just a little effort you can get
superior comfort and good communications in our noisy
RVs. Custom plugs really top it off. I trusted Lightspeed
and their technology yet I am sure the other two vendors
are just as good.

quite a few building articles. When doing transition
training, we read about that in the newsletter. Now that
my plane has a few hours on it, you will be stuck with my
flying stories, and flights to Mesquite and Midlothian are
not that interesting. So, my plea is that if you have an
idea, or an experience, that would make an interesting
article, write it down and send it to me. It doesn’t have to
be long, or eloquent. We are not trying to win a Pulitzer
Prize. Just be interesting. My college English professor
told me I was a terrible writer and there was nothing he
could do to help me. He said that my writing didn’t do
anything for him. His opinion meant little, because I was
a software engineer and didn’t plan on doing much
writing anyway. Ironically things did not turn out as
planned. The moral to that story is don’t limit yourself
by what others think. You have plenty to say, and I want
to read it (unless you really have nothing to say).
Another improvement is to delegate more of the
responsibilities. If the editor’s job is smaller, then more
would be willing to do it. Publishing the newsletter is a
little like airplane building. It is not a big job. It’s a
whole bunch of little jobs.

Newsletter Resolutions

In 2007, I hope to get a little bit of everything in the
newsletter. Feel free to give me feedback on things you
like and things that don’t work. Since our Chapters
members are so spread out, our newsletter is an important
means of communication. It needs to be the best it can
be.

By Michael Stephan

It is the time of year for those 2007 New Years
resolutions. While examining what I think can be better,
I looked at our Hangar Echoes newsletter. Although we
have a pretty good newsletter, there is room for
improvement. Having been the editor for several years,
things are getting a little too familiar. When that
happens, stagnation is not far behind, so I plan for 2007
to make a push forward to get the newsletter to the next
plateau.
One of the improvements is to get more people
involved. I would love to have a new editor take over,
but that is easier said than done. The next best thing is to
grow the staff, which thankfully has several excellent
contributors. We get steady contributions from a large
pool of writers. In the last year, we had very good
articles from Marvin Brott, Clair Button, David Cheek,
and Mel Asberry, as well as those special articles about
first flights. I’m grateful for all the articles that I get
from Chapter members. One thing that can make the
newsletter better is more variety, which shows the
different facets of our group, instead of the view from a
few people. For example, when I was building we had
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Website Changes

Control Tower Humor

By Michael Stephan

Sent in by Jack Howley

Since we are making changes in for 2007, let’s not
forget the website. The Internet is becoming more a part
of daily activities and websites are a great tool for
communicating. As technology evolves so must our site.

Actual exchanges between pilots and control towers.

Clay Romeiser created a member’s only area that is
terrific and a great tool for the membership as well as the
administrators of our Chapter. If you have not used it, try
it. The information there is timely and useful. You can
update your own personal information there and save the
administrator some trouble. One item that we would like
to have in your record is your EAA National membership
expiration date to accompany your EAA number. In that
record, you can sign up for e-mail reminders and updates.
Also, if you want some personal information to be hidden
from other Chapter members, you can opt for that as well.
If you have trouble logging in, send an email to
chapter168@eaachapter.com and I will get you online.
But, that is not the website that needs updating. The
public site at www.eaa168.org is falling behind the times.
So, in 2007 we will be changing the look and the function
of that site. The vision is to have a place where current
events are featured along with the information about our
Chapter. It will have frequent and hopefully weekly
updates to keep members visiting it. It will have more
stories from members, as well as project updates, news
from aircraft vendors and maybe some funny stuff, and
lots of pictures.
If that sounds like work, well it is. So, I will need help
from members to contribute some of the content. To be
good, we will need your ideas, photos, stories and words
of wisdom.
You can send them to me at
mstephan@shr.net. There is plenty of talent in our
Chapter, so join in the fun. Remember, it is not a big
project, but just a whole lot of little projects. We have
had one of the best newsletters for decades, now it is time
to catch up with other Chapters in the online arena.

Tower: "Delta 351, you have traffic at 10 o'clock, 6
miles!"
Delta 351: "Give us another hint! We have digital
watches!"
One day the pilot of a Cherokee 180 was told by the
tower to hold short of the active runway while a DC-8
landed. The DC-8 landed, rolled out, turned around, and
taxied back past the Cherokee. Some quick-witted
comedian in the DC-8 crew got on the radio and said,
"What a cute little plane. Did you make it all by
yourself?"
The Cherokee pilot, not about to let the insult go by,
came back with a real zinger: "I made it out of DC-8
parts. Another landing like yours and I'll have enough
parts for another one."
A DC-10 had come in a little hot and thus had an
exceedingly long roll out after touching down.
San Jose Tower Noted: "American 751, make a hard
right turn at the end of the runway, if you are able. If you
are not able, take the Guadeloupe exit off Highway 101,
make a right at the lights and return to the airport."
A student became lost during a solo cross-country flight.
While attempting to locate the aircraft on radar, ATC
asked, "What was your last known position?"
Student: "When I was number one for takeoff."
Tower: "TWA 2341, for noise abatement turn right 45
Degrees."
TWA 2341: "Center, we are at 35,000 feet. How much
noise can we make up here?"
Tower: "Sir, have you ever heard the noise a 747 makes
when it hits a 727?"

Upcoming Events
Jan 20 - Tyler, TX. Fly In/ Drive In Breakfast. Tyler
Pounds Field (TYR), Serving Breakfast 0800am to
1100am. every 3rd Sat every month. Email for info,
please put subject as CAP Breakfast. Contact: 2Lt Koen,
Emmett 903/592-2426, blademaster117@hotmail.com
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For Sale Services, Parts, Other

Rotax 503 SC with type B gear box and Rotax electric start
kit installed. 25 hrs since major overhaul at 325 total hours
( Manufacturer recommends major overhaul at this time).
The engine was running great before overhaul and is
running great now. $4000, call Jerry Mrazek at 817-2650834.
Garmin 190 GPS COM handheld radio. Still works great,
data base was updated 4 years ago. Package includes
charger, owner's manual, and headset and push-to-talk
interface. $700, call Jerry Mrazek at 817-265-0834.
Long EZ plans and materials for sale. Steve Smith, a local
homebuilder, passed away and his wife Nancy is selling his
Long EZ project and plans, plans for the Mini IMP, and
plans for a 1/2 scale F4U Corsair replica. Please see
www.coolairplane.com for details.
Six Pack Flight Instruments with 230 TT Horizon Sigma Tek
5000, DG Sigma Tek 4000, Vac System (pump, reg, filter),
AirSpeed IF UMA 16 310 261D marked for RV-8, Altimeter IF
BG-3B, VSI, T&B. Total cost new was $2683. Asking $1500
(45% off new). Marvin Brott 214 726 9117 or
pmbrott@sbcglobal.net

1971 Bellanca 7ACA. Original 2 cylinder Franklin. Great
little airplane, but hasn't flown in a long time and is not
airworthy. $13.9K. Darwin Frerking 972-270-8393 or
drfrerking@sbcglobal.net.
Hangar Space Available at Aero Country Airport (T31) I
have hanger space available in a large, insulated brand-new
hanger. Located in an ideal position on the field mid-runway.
Hanger is ultra-clean, has bathroom, compressor, electric
door, epoxy painted floor and more. RV friendly, share space
with an RV-8A and a RV-10 nearing completion. $200 per
month for an RV sized ship. Please contact me for additional
details. Dave Dalski 214-641-8821
Hanger Space Half of a 60 foot hangar at TKI for $287.50
per month. Room for a high wing or short low wing aircraft
with lots of space for storage and work area as well. Call
Walt Lammert at 214 642 4522
Van's RV9A Kit. Paperwork and documentation included.
Tail Kit. A&P built horizontal stabilizer. Quickbuild
fuselage at Vans ready for delivery. Vans prefab fuel tanks.
Wing kit still in box. New CS prop for IO of O-360. James
Paul 214-392-6182 or jgpaul@sbcglobal.net.

To place an ad: Submit requests for aviation related For Sale or Want ads to the newsletter Editors. Ads are free to Chapter 168 members. Ads from
nonmembers will be run on a space available basis. Ads will be run at the newsletter Editors discretion.
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Web site Address: www.eaa168.org
We would like to make you aware that as always, in past, present, and future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc., regardless of the form, format,
and/or media used, which includes, but is not limited to, Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience
accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed, or implied, and you are without recourse to
anyone. Any event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of information only and does not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement, control or direction of any event (this
includes Oshkosh). Bottom line, we are responsible for nothing. Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there.
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